A growing fraction of Simple Stellar Population (SSP) models, in an aim to create more realistic simulations capable of including stochastic variation in their outputs, begin their simulations with a distribution of discrete stars following a power-law function of masses. Careful attention is needed to create a correctly sampled Initial Mass Function (IMF) and in this contribution we provide a solid mathematical method called MASSCLEAN IMF Sampling for doing so. We then use our method to perform 10 million MASSCLEAN Monte Carlo stellar cluster simulations to determine the most massive star in a mass distribution as a function of the total mass of the cluster. We find a maximum mass range is predicted, not a single maximum mass. This maximum mass range is (a) dependent on the total mass of the cluster and (b) independent of an upper stellar mass limit, M limit , for unsaturated clusters and comes out naturally using our IMF sampling method. We then turn our analysis around, now starting with our new 25 million simulated cluster database, to constrain the highest mass star from the observed integrated colors of a sample of 40 low-mass LMC stellar clusters of known age and mass. Finally, we present an analytical description of the maximum mass range of the most massive star as a function of the cluster's total mass, and present a new M max − M cluster relation.
Introduction
It is indeed fortunate that one of the most fundamental of astrophysical distribution functions, the initial mass function (IMF), is described by such a simple equation as a power law. Yet, this power law, describing the number of stars formed as a function of mass, or the stellar mass spectrum, is central to a broad set of fields in astrophysics. It is applicable to studies of our solar neighborhood and estimating the number of habitable planets to estimating the mass of the most distant galaxies. This is possible not just because it is so easily expressed mathematically, but because it's functional form is virtually universal, and thus applicable for studies near and far, past and present. Currently, Salpeter's original paper first reporting the relationship, Salpeter (1955) , garners over 300 citations a year, making it among the most-cited, historical publications in all of astronomy. Kroupa (2001) , which provides the most accurate present-day values for the exponents used in that power law as a function of mass range, yields another 200 references a year. The IMF touches, and is deeply fundamental to virtually all of fields astrophysics. If our use or the analysis of the IMF was in some way wrong or biased, this would have a deeply profound impact in our science.
The apparent simplicity of a power-law equation can be deceiving. For instance, when attempting to derive the IMF for a population of stars, biases can be introduced in the calculation of the IMF slope for a population of stars, due to the use of constant bin sizes. In such an analysis, the bins for high mass stars may have very few stars, while bins counting lower mass stars may have tens, hundreds or even thousands of stars. The bias occurs due to inappropriate weighting of the bins when χ 2 minimization is used to fit the slope. This was pointed out by many starting over a decade ago (Kroupa 2001; Elmegreen 2004; Maíz Apellániz & Úbeda 2005) .
What has only more recently been fully recognized, is the bias introduced when the IMF is used to derive a distribution of stars, such as when creating simulations of a stellar cluster or a galaxy. In some of the earliest models, broadly referred to as simple stellar population (SSP) models (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003) bin size was not a problem because all bins where deamed equal. These models assumed an infinite mass was available for their stellar distribution. In this kind of analysis, the bins represented the fractional, probabilistic portion compared to the entire stellar distribution. The amount of light or total mass coming from those bins was simply proportional based on this fractional distribution as dictated by stellar evolutionary isochrones. A bias, due to variable weighting was not an issue because discrete stars were not being created. However, such an analysis can not be extended to model the observed properties of lowmass or even mid-mass clusters. Such models will predict nonphysical values for cluster magnitudes and colors with age, for example calling for a fractional O star.
If one wishes to simulate a more realistic stellar cluster, down to the tracking of individual stars, and if that cluster is of moderate to low mass (less than 10 4 M ⊙ ), then assigning stars statistically from a power-law distribution will require real, whole stars. This also means bin size must be considered, and possible forms of bias need to be identified and addressed.
In this contribution, we explore the challenges faced with ensuring we create stellar cluster simulations that produce discrete samples of whole stars that fully obey a power-law IMF, but that also assigns masses in such a way that the binning does not lead to any biases in IMF slope or stellar mass range. This later quality will be critical for investigating whether observed clusters in the LMC show evidence for a upper-mass stellar limit M limit , or if stellar cluster mass imposes a genuine and biased limit on the most massive star, M max , it can form.
We begin this paper by describing our method to fill the IMF, called MASSCLEAN IMF Sampling. In Section §2 we describe the differences between our method and two others: random sampling and OPTIMAL SAMPLING (Kroupa et al 2011) . In Section §3 we describe how MASSCLEAN generates the most massive star in the mass distribution of stellar clusters, and compare it with previous work in the field. In Section §4 we present the range of variation of the mass of the most massive star as a function of cluster's mass determined from 10 million Monte Carlo simulations. We present our new method of deriving the mass of the most massive star using the integrated colors and magnitudes and 25 million Monte Carlo simulations in Section §5. This method is used to estimate the mass of the most massive star for 40 LMC clusters. In Section §6 we present an analytical description of the mass range for the most massive star, as well as for the M max − M cluster relation. Concluding remarks are given in Section §7.
MASSCLEAN IMF Sampling
The original theory for the IMF was created, developed, and tested using observational data. When they were available, the mass of the stars, which form a discrete distribution, were used to fit a continuous power law (or multi-power law). The most convenient way for this fitting to be achieved was to use constant mass bins. Another method for measuring the IMF is based on obtaining the K-band luminosity function. Here, the convenient way of calculating such a function requires setting up constant magnitude bins, which then translate into variable mass bins. So, from the observational point of view, fitting a discrete distribution to a continuous power law can be independent of the choice of bins.
However, doing the opposite, filling the continuous IMF function, to get a discrete distribution of stars, comes with a whole new set of challenges. The traditional population synthesis models (e.g. Bruzual & Charlot 2003; Marigo et al. 2008) were computed in the infinite mass limit, by assigning a different probability to the stars filling the isochrone. While this works for very massive stellar clusters, for more typical-mass clusters, this corresponds to unphysical, fractional stars, mostly at the upper end of the IMF (e.g. Popescu & Hanson 2010b; Popescu et al. 2012 ). An alternative method is to randomly populate the IMF. This method will clearly produce a discrete distribution. However, like with the binning problem identified in measuring IMF in clusters, this method will also lead to incorrectly populating the cluster, as was shown by Kroupa et al (2011) , and we will demonstrate here.
For our IMF sampling, we will use our analysis package, MASSCLEAN 1 (Popescu & Hanson 2009) . A thorough description of the code is available from our earlier papers (Popescu & Hanson 2009 , 2010a , 2010b Popescu et al. 2012 ), but perhaps most unique is that it allows for a realistic representation of the stochastic fluctuations that occur in real clusters, which is increasingly important as the mass of the cluster decreases. We will provide an outline of the critical aspects of the simulation that apply to this investigation below.
The mass distribution of stars in stellar clusters is described by the IMF, so the number of stars formed in the M ± dM range is:
where ξ(M ) is the Kroupa-Salpeter IMF (Kroupa 2001 (Kroupa , 2002 Kroupa et al 2011; Salpeter 1955) :
(2) with mass expressed in M ⊙ units. For this work we used:
and m 3 = M cluster (the total mass of the cluster) or m 3 = M limit (for an IMF with upper mass cutoff (e.g. Oey & Clarke 2005; Kroupa et al 2011) ). Note that for α 1 = α 2 = α 3 = 2.35, ξ(M ) becomes the Salpeter (1955) IMF.
Using ξ(M )/k = ξ i (M ) (with i = 1, 2, 3 respectively), the IMF could be simplified to:
Then the total mass of the cluster can be written :
The normalization constant :
From the equations (1), (2), (4) and (8) we get an equation that describes each bin:
Let's note that the sum of integrals is a constant:
so equation (9) could be written:
Equation (11) could be used to compute the number of stars in any mass interval, as described before in Popescu & Hanson (2009) . It could also be used to compute the probabilities or the multiplication factors corresponding to isochrone stars used in the traditional SSP models computed in the infinite mass limit (e.g. Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010) .
However, if we wish to create a discrete distribution of stars in a cluster, this can not include a fractional number of stars. Thus, the challenge is to compute the M j−1 and M j mass limits such that N i (M j−1 , M j ) will always give an integer value. In Kroupa et al (2011) , they describe a similarly derived set of equations and forced each bin to contain precisely 10 stars. They call this OPTIMAL SAM-PLING, where the IMF is perfectly sampled without any gaps in the distribution and the stellar masses are ideally spaced. They suggest that this OPTI-MAL SAMPLING is a more realistic approach to populating the IMF, versus the more traditionally used random sampling of the IMF (Kroupa et al 2011) .
Using Equation (11), MASSCLEAN also computes an integer value of stars per variable mass bin. However, for our simulations, we define each bin to include exactly one star. In other words, we set N i (M j−1 , M j ) = 1. We will call this method MASSCLEAN IMF Sampling (MIMFS). The expanded utility of this choice over the Kroupa et al (2011) OPTIMAL SAMPLING method will become apparent soon.
Let's switch to the notation M j = M − ∆M and M j−1 = M + ∆M , with j = 1 to N max . When:
(12) the choice of j shows that the (M j , M j−1 ) bin contains the jth most massive star. In this notation, the most massive star in the cluster will be found in the
For another set of constants, let's use the notation: γ i = ξ i (M )/M −αi , (with i = 1, 2, 3 respectively). From the Equation (12) we can compute M j :
Consequently, the interval (M j−1+N , M j−1 ) will contain N stars, with: In Figure 1 (a) we show an example demonstrating the MIMFS method for distributing stars for a stellar cluster with M cluster = 500 M ⊙ . The Kroupa (2001) IMF is presented as the diagonal black line, and the (M j , M j−1 ) MASSCLEAN variable-mass bins are displayed as horizontal gray lines. The mass values for all of the stars created as part of this cluster from a sample MASSCLEAN run are shown as the red dots. This sample mass distribution is consistent with the continuous IMF powerlaw. However, it also includes very real fluctuations, as the stellar mass, M , is allowed to fall anywhere in the (M j , M j−1 ) bin. Although the fluctuations of these red dots from the black line representing the Kroupa (2001) IMF value may appear small, they can generate a large dispersion in the integrated magnitudes and colors of simulated clusters, and are consistent with available observational data (Popescu & Hanson 2010a , 2010b Popescu et al. 2012) . This is because the fluctuations (mass range allowed) within each bin is proportional to the bin mass, with the highest mass fluctuations occurring among the most massive stars in the cluster. The MIMFS method correctly simulates the largest variation in integrated magnitude and color to be seen among the low-mass clusters as they have relatively few, very large bins at the high mass end.
In Figure 1 (b) we present an example mass distribution generated using the traditional random sampling of the IMF with the same M cluster = 500 M ⊙ stellar cluster. To compare to our MIMFS method, we also plot the same greyscale lines representing MASSCLEAN bins as presented in Figure 1 (a) . As already pointed out by Kroupa et al (2011) , the traditional method of random sampling shows large variations from the IMF, with many large gaps. As discussed above, these unnatural variations will not disappear by simply using a different choice of bin size. While random sampling will work in the realm of deriving relative fractional stars in the limit of an infinite mass distribution, it can not be used to populate the IMF properly when a discrete stellar distribution is needed, such as when simulating low-mass clusters (Maíz Apellániz 2009).
Note that in both the Kroupa et al (2011) OP-TIMAL SAMPLING and our own MIMFS methods, bin size will be mass-dependent. The size of the bins as a function of mass is presented in Figure  1 (c). The bin size ∆M bin = M j−1 − M j is expressed on the vertical axes as black dots. The limits of the bins are represented along the horizontal axis with the gray lines. The plot shows that log(∆M bin ) ∝ log(M ). What's more, as described by the Equation (13), the bin size also depends on the mass of the cluster, M cluster . This is an obvious result, if one recalls we are forcing each bin to hold just one star. More massive clusters will have proportionally more bins over the same stellar mass range. Figure 2 is an example of a K band luminosity function, as derived using our MIMFS method. The sample cluster presented in Figure 2 was simulated with MASSCLEAN and is 1 million yrs old, with M = 500 M ⊙ . The slope in the histogram depends on the mass-to-light ratio and on the α 3 value. It can also be used to constrain the stellar IMF. The constant magnitude bins in the histogram (labeled in the lower axis) correspond to the logarithmic, age-dependent bins in mass (labeled in the upper axis). 
The Most Massive Star in a Stellar Cluster
There are strong similarities between Kroupa's OPTIMAL SAMPLING (Kroupa et al 2011) and our MIMFS method for discretely populating stellar clusters: the bins are mass-dependent and the number and bin sizes are dependent on the cluster mass. This leads to a stellar mass distribution that truly obeys the IMF. But there is one significant difference in the two methods. By forcing our bins in the MIMFS method to contain no more than one star, we are able to go one step further to make analytical predictions for the mass of the most massive star in a cluster.
Following the formalism and notation presented in section §2, the most massive star in the mass distribution could be described using Equation (12):
(16) For the upper limit we will start with three choices: M 0 = ∞ (e.g. Elmegreen 2000, for the convenience of the computation and description); M 0 = M cluster (since obviously the most massive star could not have a mass bigger than the entire cluster mass); and M 0 = M limit (the maximum stellar mass, e.g. Oey & Clarke 2005) .
When M 0 = ∞, M 1 can be determined from Equation (16):
Adding numbers, this simplifies to:
This is virtually identical to the relation found by Elmegreen (2000) , who used a similar formalism, but a different IMF:
Both M 1 and M max given by Equations (18) and (19), respectively, are proportional to M 1 1.35
cluster . When the upper mass limit is changed to M 0 = M cluster , from Equation (16) we instead get:
Again, adding numbers, this simplifies to:
Although it seams reasonable to use M cluster as an upper mass limit instead of ∞, the difference between Equation (18) and Equation (21) is indeed very small. Figure 3 (a) shows the shape of these two functions. They are virtually identical, with M 0 = ∞ predicting only a slightly more massive star formed in the corresponding cluster.
Changing the upper mass limit to a specific upper mass maximum value, M limit in Equation (16) gives:
After simplifying the numbers, this leads to:
This expression is close to Kroupa et al (2011) , who found: 
Kroupa et al (2011) (c) Fig. 3 .-Graphical representations of the most massive star possible in a cluster versus the cluster total mass, using the variant expressions discussed in §3. (a) For modest cluster masses, M cluster < 1, 000 M⊙, the differing limit chosen for the most massive star has a somewhat minor effect on the predicted most massive star observed in the host cluster. (b) Once the cluster mass becomes fairly large, and beyond a mass of 10, 000 M⊙, an increasingly large divergence is seen in the predicted maximum mass and between expressions allowing an infinite stellar mass and those limiting the stellar mass.
(c) A closer look at the predicted maximum stellar mass, based on differing upper mass limits, from Mmax = 150 through 1, 000 M⊙.
and applied a canonical upper mass limit of M limit = 150M ⊙ . The M 1 variation described by Equations (18), (20), and (21), along with M max variation from Elmegreen (2000) and Kroupa et al (2011) , given by Equations (19) and (24) respectively, are presented in Figure 3 . In Figure 3 (a), the maximum mass of the cluster is 1, 000 M ⊙ . In this mass range there is a fairly small difference between all of the mentioned variations for setting the upper mass limit. In the case of M 1 , as we noted earlier, there is a negligible difference when switching
In Figure 3 (b) the mass range is now expanded to 100, 000 M ⊙ . In this range it is now easy to see that M max from Elmegreen (2000) and M 1 as given by our Equations (18) and (20) continue to agree, yet quickly diverge from the other functions. As expected, Kroupa et al (2011) and Equation (23), with M limit = 150M ⊙ remain in good agreement over this entire range.
In Figure 3 (c), the y-axis range is expanded to show the variation found in deriving M 1 , given by the Equation (23), for differing values for the upper mass maximum value, using limiting values of M lim = 150 M ⊙ , 300 M ⊙ , 500 M ⊙ , and 1, 000 M ⊙ .
Both Elmegreen (2000) and Kroupa et al (2011) use the notation M max in Equations (19) and (24), respectively. Using a similar formalism, we introduced M 1 in Equations (18), (21), and (23). Obviously, the most massive star, with the mass M max , is most likely to be in the (M 1 , M 0 ) interval. M 1 is only a measure of the lower mass limit of the most massive star. M max , the most massive star, could have a mass as high as M 0 . When the mass of the cluster is high enough M 0 , the highest mass possible for the star will hit the limit of the upper mass maximum value, M limit . These clusters are referred to as saturated (Kroupa et al 2011) . For lower mass clusters, when M limit is not reached, M 0 will have a range of variation depending on the total mass of the cluster, M cluster , as discussed in the next sections.
How does the MIMFS method differ from the OPTIMAL SAMPLING of Kroupa et al (2011) ? In both cases the IMF is filled properly (Figure 1  (a) ), and the bins, for one star (MIMFS) or some constant integer number of stars (OPTIMAL SAM-PLING), are both mass-dependent and clustermass-dependent (Figure 1 (a) and (c) ). However, the treatment of the most massive star is different. With OPTIMAL SAMPLING, a limit on the mass of the most massive star is used, a single valued M max −M cluster relation, computed for M limit = 150 M ⊙ (canonical limit, Equation (24)).
The MIMFS method does not use a predefined, canonical, maximum mass limit for the most massive star, even for those clusters with too low a mass to expect a star to be found above the phys-ical limit (unsaturated clusters). Instead, each star mass, M k , is simply assigned randomly in the (M j , M j−1 ) interval (Equations (12) and (13)). The upper limit of the mass of the most massive star in the cluster will be given by:
M 0 is the maximum available mass for the most massive star, and it depends on the entire distribution of stars. Our 10 million Monte Carlo simulations show that M max could be significantly higher than the canonical limit used by Kroupa et al (2011) , which is well approximated by M 1 (Equation (23)).
However, due to the stochastic fluctuations in each mass bin, M max could also be lower than M 1 . This is because the remaining mass for the most massive star (Equation (25)) could be lower than M 1 for unsaturated clusters. This is related to the way the bins are filled with the MIMFS method. Nearly all of the bins, particularly for a small cluster, will populate the distribution with very low-mass stars. That any bin would be assigned a star is equally likely (the size of the bin has been specifically created to match the form of the IMF). In unsaturated clusters, if the highest mass bin is not filled until after most of the low-mass stars bins have been populated, it may not be possible to fill that bin because the mass left for stars is less than M 1 . In this situation, the Equation (14) shows that the (M 2 , M 0 = M limit ) interval contains N = 2 most massive stars:
Although this is a rare event, the two most massive stars could instead be located in the combined (M 2 , M limit ) bin. So, M 2 could also be used as a measure of the lower limit of M max for low-mass, unsaturated clusters.
Mass Range of the Most Massive Star as a Function of Cluster's Mass
It is reasonable to assume there is a genuine, maximum mass of a star, M limit , based on physical processes allowing for a structurally stable star (Stothers 1992; Baraffe et al. 2001; Massey 2011) . Presently, models of stellar structure are not able to provide a strong constraint on this limit. However, using star counts and statistical arguments, a canonical value of M limit ∼ 150 M ⊙ has been claimed (e.g. Weidner & Kroupa 2004; Oey & Clarke 2005) . This limit has also been argued based on observations made of the most massive stars in the very young, high-mass clusters of R136 in the Large Magellanic Clouds (Selman et al. 1999 ) and the Arches cluster near the center of the Milky Way (Figer 2005) .
However, there has recently emerged some refinements concerning the accepted masses of the most massive stars in these clusters. Crowther et al. (2010) has applied a modified spectral analysis to several stars in NGC 3603, Arches, and R136 and conclude the stellar mass for some of these stars exceeds the canonical limit of 150 M ⊙ . Obtaining masses of high mass stars from atmospheric analysis is a tricky business, particularly at extremely high mass. Moreover, there is considerable evidence to suggest stellar masses, derived using spectroscopic analysis, may be underestimating the mass of high-mass stars, the so-called mass discrepancy problem first pointed out by Herrero et al. (1992) . Regretfully, there are few high-mass binaries with extreme masses of 120 or even 150 M ⊙ ) to help calibrate these analyses (though note the recent identification that R144 in 30 Doradus is a binary of combined mass nearing 400 M ⊙ , e.g. Sana et al. 2013) .
We have used MASSCLEAN to perform 10 million Monte Carlo simulations in order to determine M max as a function of M cluster . We investigate the properties of stellar clusters where the stellar mass limit M limit is set to 150, 300, 500 and 1, 000 M ⊙ , and as part of a cluster of mass between 10 and 100, 000 M ⊙ . The mass distribution was computed using the MIMFS algorithm, described in §2 and §3, and thus the IMF is always filled properly without any gaps. However, due to natural, stochastic fluctuations in the IMF, the mass of the most massive star, M max , is not single valued. Instead, because of using the MIMFS method, we derive the expected mass range for the most massive star in a cluster.
Our results from 10 million Monte Carlo simulations of stellar clusters are presented in Figures 4 -6. The mass range of the most massive star, M max , as a function of the cluster mass, M cluster , is presented in Figure 4 (a) as the gray-shaded area. The figure shows the stellar mass range when adhering to the canonical upper mass limit of M limit = 150 M ⊙ . As described before, the Elmegreen (2000) maximum mass (green line, Equation (18)) and our Equation (21) (black line) will diverge at large enough cluster mass. In blue we plot Equation (23), with M 1 (M limit = 150 M ⊙ ). This resembles very well the canonical form of Kroupa et al (2011) , displayed as the cyan line. Note the blue line is not aligned with the bottom of the grayshaded M max region. This is because, as we have already described, sometimes the most massive star does not fall inside the massive star bin. We show M 2 (M limit ) as the red line. This represents the rare, but very real situation where the two most massive stars share the two top mass bins (Equa- 
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Elmegreen ( tion (26)). This red line lies just below the lower limit of the M max gray-shaded range.
In Figure 4 (a) we present as the magenta line the latest fit of data from literature presented by Weidner et al. (2013) assuming the 150 M ⊙ canonical limit (their Equation (1)). This line is significantly lower than all of the other variation presented in 4 (a) due to the overestimation of M cluster at the high mass end. For example, the Arches cluster is listed with over 77, 000 M ⊙ mass in Weidner et al. (2013) , while the extensive study from Clarkson et al. (2012) determine only a 15, 000 M ⊙ . (This is the value also used in our plots, see below). Similarly Crowther et al. (2010) presents a 55, 000 M ⊙ for R136, which is significantly lower than over 200, 000 M ⊙ in Weidner et al. (2013) .
Figures 4 (b), (c), and (d) are similar to Figure 4 (a) , but for M limit = 300, 500, and 1, 000 M ⊙ , respectively. The canonical M max −M cluster relation of Kroupa et al (2011) is only available for M limit = 150 M ⊙ , but its variation is described well by the blue line (our Equation (23)) in these three figures, with the respective M limit .
What should be immediately obvious from Figures 4 (a) - (d) is that despite millions of simulations, there is a hard upper limit on the most massive star expected to be formed, and it is a function of cluster mass. Even if you sampled a million 500 M ⊙ clusters, our simulations indicate a 100 M ⊙ star will never be formed. Yet, 100 M ⊙ stars are predicted to form in clusters with just 1, 000 M ⊙ , though these clusters can not form 150 M ⊙ stars, and so forth. What is coming out naturally from our simulations is that the lack of very high mass stars in low mass clusters is not a size of sample effect. The upper limit on the mass of the most massive star seen being tied to the mass of the initial cluster is entirely predicted from our simulations when we properly populate the cluster's IMF.
On In Figure 5 (a) we present all of the gray-scale ranges from Figures 4 (a)-(d) on the same plot, us-ing four different shades of gray. Clusters from the literature are presented similarly to Figure 4 . The Figure 5 shows that the Crowther et al. (2010) clusters are consistent, within the error bars, with an upper stellar mass limit, M limit , in the 300 − 1000 M ⊙ range. But Kroupa et al (2011) , citing results from Banerjee et al. (2012a; 2012b) , claim these very massive stars could be so-called supercanonical stars, formed by the collision of massive binary stars. They use this to claim a M limit in the range of 150 M ⊙ can not be excluded despite the presence of these super-massive stars. Regretfully, this is a classic circular argument. Moreover, there is no observational evidence that stars more massive than 150 M ⊙ must form differently, such as from mergers.
A very interesting feature of the dispersion in M max determined using the MASSCLEAN simulations should be noted in Figures 5 (a) and (b) . The range of M max is independent of M limit as long as the mass of the cluster is smaller than the value where the upper stellar mass limit could be reached, i.e., what Kroupa et al (2011) defines to be unsaturated clusters). This is a result that would be expected, and we consider it a validation of the MIMFS method. For example, from our 10 million Monte Carlo simulations, the mass of the most massive star of a 1, 000 M ⊙ cluster is less than 120 M ⊙ . There is no reason the dispersion in M max for clusters with masses lower than 1, 000 M ⊙ should depend in any way on a M limit , if the limit is higher than 120 M ⊙ .
Everything from Figure 5 (a) is displayed on Figure 5 (b) , but using a logarithmic scale and including many more observational points representing real clusters. Here it is borne out: the most massive star seen never exceeds the range of values predicted from our simulations over a cluster mass range of nearly two orders of magnitude. Such a relationship can only be proven to exist by studying these low mass, unsaturated clusters, where the maximum stellar mass is not being limited by any additional, outside stellar physics limit (indicated by a M lim value). Once again, it is obvious that the dispersion in M max is independent of M limit for unsaturated clusters and that the upper stellar mass limit should be at least 150 M ⊙ . Further, Figure  5 (b) confirms that clusters with M cluster < 1, 000 M ⊙ are not affected by the choice for M limit in the 150 − 1, 000 M ⊙ range. For all these reasons, low mass clusters are the ideal candidates to study M max . This is why we included in the figure the observed values from the low-mass clusters from Weidner et al. (2010) , presented as green dots. Additional clusters from Weidner et al. (2013) are presented as red dots, and other clusters from literature are shown as cyan dots. All of these clusters are consistent with the dispersion range of M max we determined.
The Crowther et al. (2010) clusters are presented as red squares in Figure 5 , but they are outside the low mass range, which is our main focus. The canonical M max −M cluster relation from our M 1 (M limit ) and Kroupa et al (2011) are presented as the blue lines (with four different values for M limit ) and the single cyan line, respectively. We also include 40 MASSCLEAN clusters, as yellow dots. They will be described in the next section. For yet another view of the MIMFS simulation results, we present the dispersion range, the difference between the upper and the lower limits of M max , ∆M max = M max,up − M max,lo , in Figure 6 (a), for all four values of the M limit discussed above versus the cluster total mass. Since the range of M max is independent of M limit for unsaturated clusters, ∆M max is also independent. The Figure  6 
The Most Massive Star in Stellar Clusters Derived from Integrated Magnitudes and Colors
The degree to which the integrated colors and magnitudes of stellar clusters can be expected to vary away from the mean SSP-model prediction is strongly anti-correlated to the cluster's mass (e.g. Popescu & Hanson 2010a , 2010b Popescu et al. 2012) . In other words, the most massive star in a cluster's mass distribution has an increasingly prominent influence in the magnitude and colors of lower-mass clusters. It is our goal to exploit this observed dispersion to estimate the mass of the most massive star in a sample of low-mass stellar clusters of known age and mass, using nothing but the integrated broad-band magnitudes of the clusters.
To do this, we investigated the variation of U, B, V colors as a function of the mass of the most massive star in the distribution, M max . We performed 25 million MASSCLEAN Monte Carlo simulations for clusters in the 200 − 1, 000 M ⊙ range. We used M cluster = 1, 000M ⊙ as the upper limit because in this range the dispersion in the maximum stellar mass, M max , is independent of the stellar upper mass limit, M limit . As described in §4, these clusters are expected to be unsaturated. We used the Kroupa-Salpeter IMF (Equation (3)), and the Padova stellar evolutionary models (Marigo et al. 2008; Girardi et al. 2010) , for Z = 0.008 metallicity. In this way, we have created a special version of the MASSCLEANcolors database (Popescu & Hanson 2010b; Popescu et al. 2012 ) which contains mass, age, U, B, andV , but also now M max 2 for each clus- ter. In Figure 7 we show an example of the variation of M V , (B − V ) 0 , and (U − B) 0 for M cluster = 200 M ⊙ . In the three left panels, the small dots are rainbow-coded to indicate the maximum mass, M max . Blue, green, yellow, orange, and red show the value of M max for a cluster with the given absolute magnitude and age. The gray region of the diagram is filled with small dots representing clusters that have already lost their most massive star in the distribution due to evolution. The right three panels are also color-coded, but show the ratio between the mass of the most massive star in the distribution and the canonical value, M max /M 1 (M limit ). The canonical value is displayed in black (ratio = 1.0) and the ±35% values around the canonical value are shown in shades of cyan and orange, respectively. Higher values of this ratio are presented in different shades from magenta to dark-magenta. All the clusters that are too old and have already lost their most massive star are again displayed in gray.
The influence of the most massive star on the integrated properties of a cluster is most obvious in Figures 7 (a) and (b) . For a given age, the integrated M V magnitude of a low-mass cluster will greatly increase with M max .
Also shown in Fig 7 are nine clusters with cluster masses, M cluster = 200 M ⊙ from Popescu et al. (2012) . These are given as cyan dots in the left panels and as green dots in the right panels. These clusters have well constrained age and mass, determined from our mass-dependent SSP MASSCLEAN models (Popescu & Hanson 2010b; Popescu et al. 2012) . They were selected to be young enough to still contain their most massive star (i.e. to be on the colored part of the plots presented in Figure 7 ). It can be seen that the clusters position on the color-age planes presented in Figure 7 is related to the most massive star in the cluster. One can see how this might be used to estimate the value of the most massive star in a cluster of known mass and age, based on an analysis of its broadband colors.
It is with this goal in mind, that we created the newest application in the MASSCLEAN package, MASSCLEANmax.
This application uses yet another, newly created MASSCLEANcolors database based on 25 million simulated clusters. The newest version of the MASSCLEANcolors database was built using MASSCLEAN (Popescu & Hanson 2009 ), Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001) , and Padova stellar evolutionary models with Z = 0.008 (Marigo et al. 2008; ) . Compared to the previous version of the database (Popescu & Hanson 2010b; Popescu et al. 2012) , it contains clusters only in the 200 − 1, 000 M ⊙ range, ages in the 6.00 − 10.13 log(age/yr) range, and the mass of the most massive star in the distribution, M max , is included. MASSCLEANmax then considers the stellar cluster's known mass and age (Popescu et al. 2012) , M V , (B − V ) 0 , and (U − B) 0 (Hunter et al. 2003) , and using the colors and magnitudes predicted in the database and through probabilistic inference, it finds the most probable value for M max for each cluster.
M max values computed by MASSCLEANmax for 40 low-mass clusters (M cluster in the 200 − 1, 000 M ⊙ range) are presented in Figure 8 as yellow dots and listed in the Table 2 . The 40 MASS-CLEAN clusters were selected from Popescu et al. (2012) catalog to be young and low mass, so their most massive star will still be present in the mass distribution. The Weidner et al. (2010) clusters, with their maximum mass as derived by them, are presented as green dots, and the additional clusters from Weidner et al. (2013) are presented as red dots (unfortunately, the majority of them do not include error bars). In Figure 8 (a) is also presented, along with our 40 clusters and the Weidner et al. (2010) clusters, the range of variation of M max as the broad gray area. The canonical forms given by M 1 (M limit ), Kroupa et al (2011) , and Weidner et al. (2013) are presented as blue, cyan, and magenta lines, respectively. All sets of yellow, red, and green clusters show a pretty similar placement within the M max range, determined in Section §4. Figure 8 It is important to remember, the MASSCLEANmax method provides only an estimate of the M max . Further, it assumes we have obtained perfect values for the age and mass of the cluster under study. However, any age and mass derived for a stellar cluster, will have some error associated with it, no matter what method is used to obtain age and mass. We believe the accuracy with which we can estimate M max would be increased if we are able to include the error bars in age and mass of the cluster under study in the analysis. This will be the subject of future work.
6. An Analytical Description of M max range and M max − M cluster relation
As described in the previous sections, our MASSCLEAN simulations indicate that the maximum stellar mass in a stellar cluster, M max , covers a range of mass that is dependent on the mass of the cluster. Weidner et al. 2010 , and calculated using MASSCLEANmax are shown as green, red, and yellow dots, respectively. (b) Similar to (a), but extends to a larger cluster mass, and includes the effect of applying a upper mass limit, M limit . Crowther et al. 2010 clusters are presented as red squares, and additional clusters from literature are shows as cyan dots.
OPTIMAL SAMPLING (Kroupa et al 2011) uses a single valued M max − M cluster relation, computed with a 150 M ⊙ canonical limit, and described in a complicated form by Equation (24). On the other hand, hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Bonnell et al. 2004; Peters et al. 2010 Peters et al. , 2011 Kroupa et al 2011) give the dependence between the mass of the most massive star and cluster's mass in the power law form:
This form corresponds to the best fit to these hydrodyamnical simulations, though some scatter might still exist around it (e.g. Bonnell et al. 2004) .
From our simulations, we have determined that the M max − M cluster relation is not single valued. The range of variation is best described by an upper (M max1 ) and lower limit (M max2 ). These two limits could be written as a power law in a similar form to Equation (27) as: (28) with: k 1 = 0.66, k 2 = 0.17, β 1 = 0.755, and β 2 = 0.720 .
The upper and lower limits given by the Equation (28) are presented if Figure 9 (a) as the orange and purple lines, respectively. The M max − M cluster relation determined from hydrodynamical simulations (Equation (27)) is presented as the white line. The range of M max variation is presented as the gray area. The MASSCLEAN clusters, Weidner et al. (2010) clusters, and Weidner et al. (2013) are presented as yellow, green, and red dots, respectively, similarly to the Figure 8 (b) .
In the Figure 9 (b) we extended both the M cluster and M max range. M max1,2 are presented as green, blue, black, and red lines for M limit = 150 M ⊙ , 300 M ⊙ , 500 M ⊙ , and 1, 000 M ⊙ , respectively. We note that M max1,2 limits given by the Equation (28) stand for unsaturated clusters, regardless of the M limit . In addition to MASSCLEAN clusters, Weidner et al. (2010) clusters, and Weidner et al. (2013) clusters, we also show Crowther et al. (2010) clusters as red squares, and other clusters from literature as cyan dots.
Based on the fact that M max is related to the α 3 value (Equations (17), (20) and (22)), just to emphasize this dependence Equation (28) could be rewritten as:
cluster (29) with: δ 1 = 0.0255, δ 2 = 0.0388, and α 3 = 2.35.
Regardless of the way the dependence is written, we find that the M max − M cluster relation for unsaturated clusters is described by the upper and lower limits M max1,2 . Both of these values correspond to power laws of the mass of the cluster, and are independent of any particular value for M limit when applied to unsaturated, low-mass stellar clusters.
Summary and Conclusion
The IMF is one of the most fundamental of astrophysical distribution functions, with broad applicability. Traditionally, the IMF functional form was predominately used to fit observational data. However in current investigations, simulated data is becoming increasingly important. This warrants a careful consideration that the methods used for filling an IMF distribution in such applications are done correctly. The most often used (and convenient) way to do this, through random sampling, does not properly fill an IMF distribution, as described by Kroupa et al (2011) .
OPTIMAL SAMPLING (Kroupa et al 2011) does fill the IMF correctly. But because it allows for multiple stars per mass bin, it lacks a certain resolution to pursue additional fundamental questions about the distribution. Moreover, it leads to a single-valued M max − M cluster relation. Kroupa et al (2011) attempt to explain the range observed in this relationship (our Figures 5 (b) , 8 and 9, and their Figures 4-5) as due to observational error and stochastic variations in the intrinsic pre-cluster cloud conditions, which may vary a single valued M max − M cluster relation. We presented our MASSCLEAN IMF Sampling (MIMFS) method, which is able to properly fill the IMF using just one star per mass bin and requires no assumption about the M max − M cluster relation or M limit .
From our 10 million MASSCLEAN Monte Carlo simulations we determined the expected mass range of the most massive star in the stellar mass distribution as a function of the mass of the cluster. As a check on these simulations, we confirm this maximum mass range is independent of M limit for unsaturated clusters. What is particularly validating about our method is it predicts the M max − M cluster relation to be a range, not single-valued. It even predicts the correct upper and lower mass range when compared to real clusters.
We described our method to determine M max from U, B, V integrated colors and magnitudes using 25 million MASSCLEAN Monte Carlo simulations. With it, we estimate the maximum stellar mass for 40 LMC clusters. These values of maximum stellar mass, relative to the cluster total mass, are consistent with previous determinations using different methods on other similar-mass stellar clusters (e.g. Weidner et al. 2010 ).
Finally, we provided an analytical, power-law, description of the M max range, which enabled us to cleanly describe the M max − M cluster relation. For unsaturated cluters, the M max − M cluster relation is not single-valued. It is described by an up-per and lower limit. Both of these limits correspond to power-law functions of the stellar cluster mass, M cluster , and are independent of M limit for unsaturated clusters. Such a relationship is consistent with previous results from hydrodynamical simulations. 
